HOW TO CHANGE A DOOR SWEEP

Tools needed:

- Hammer
- Putty knife
- Center punch
- Pliers
- Rubber mallet
- Chaulking gun
- Silicone Chaulk

1. With door closed remove hinge pins, using a center punch and hammer. Strike the hinge pins from the bottom until it pops up (for outswing & self closing units-hinge leaf must be removed from door). Drive pins as far as possible with punch. Using a pair of pliers, grasp the hinge pin and, while twisting, pull the pin out.

2. Carefully pull the door open, and pull from the jamb hinges. Lay the door on the latch side edge.

3. Pry the sweep loose from the bottom of the door with a putty knife. Remove any nails or staples and chaulking from the bottom of the door.

4. Chaulk ends of new sweep with silicone chaulk. Position fins of sweep in the grooves on the bottom of the door. Carefully pound on with a rubber mallet. Staple or nail the ends of the sweep to the bottom of the door. If the sweep is nail on type chaulk entire length of the sweep. Position sweep on bottom of the door. Staple with staples or nails side by side about every 4 to 6 inches along the entire length of the sweep.

5. Slide door hinges back on to the jamb hinges. Install hinge pins, use hammer to set pins in place.